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• Beware of going for size (bigger animals) all the time.

(The role of size in the show ring.)

• Medium frame animals are desirable in most environments and 

are proven to be economic producers and re - producers.

• The pendulum swings past the middle point twice before 

reaching the extremes on either the left or right. 

• You “catch” the benefit of the swing in the market both ways.

• Do not go for extremes in breeding.

What I’ve learnt #1: 

The happy medium…

The pendulum swings both 

ways towards extremes.

The “happy medium ”lies 

in the middle…



• Put the best of what you have learned from the

Prof. and your Dad in a hat and make it part of 

your DNA.

• You cannot take all of both! It simply does not 

fit in one hat! You need to combine the theory 

and practice in a sensible way.

• We cannot argue against 

well tested and proven science.
‘n Teler het by geleentheid gesê:

“Ons kan nie met die wetenskap stry nie”

• Keep in mind that the science of genetics and 

therefore scientifically based breeding programs 

are breaking new ground and are ever evolving. 

Make sure that you are aligned with what you 

practice on your farm.

What I’ve learnt #2: 

Know your story…

Always keep in mind that animal breeding is a long 

term process. Your children will reap the benefits.



• Ask yourself: what is the 

BIG THING? 

(What do I want to achieve?)

• The key is to keep THE BIG 

THING… THE BIG THING!

• Let economics dictate! 

Constantly concentrate on traits 

of high economic value and 

commercial importance. 

• Do not get over excited about 

fancy points – although pleasing 

to the eye they are often low in 

economic and commercial value.

What I’ve learnt 3: 

Don’t sweat the small stuff

Breeding is not 

about creating a 

few outstanding 

show animals that 

wins prizes but 

rather moving 

entire flock 

averages in a 

desirable direction 

in terms of 

economic 

production.



• All breeds have pro’s and con’s,

a place under the sun 

and will be successful given…

careful selection,  proper nutrition 

and good management 

in a suitable production environment.

• The “perfect breed” is yet to be found.

• So, base your breed selection on basic 

economic factors / requirements 

and make sure you really, really love the 

breed you farm with. 

Only then will you be successful!

What I’ve learnt #4:

Choose your breed and then stick to it! 



What I learnt #5:

There is MAGIC in numbers!

• Accurate measurement of production 

traits and selection pressure increase 

significantly with population size.

• Magic in small stock farming multiplies 

equal to the increase in flock size. 



• It is OK to have some fun in 

your work. Life is short. 

Enjoy what you do.

• Ensure that you enjoy what 

you do because…

only happy people can be 

creative and only creative 

people are innovative 

and only innovative people 

contributes towards progress.

• And… 

it helps to be beautiful!

What I’ve learnt #6: 

No profit grows where there 

is no pleasure taken!



• Invest in the best 

handling facilities possible. 

You won’t be sorry!

• Not only will it save 

time and money in the 

long run, but will it be 

a pleasure to work with 

your sheep.

• Your sheep deserve it!

What I’ve learnt #7: 

Invest in facilities…

Well planned and practical sheep 

handling facilities in my home 

district. - Sutherland, WC -

Photo courtesy:  Mr. A. J. Burger 



What I’ve learnt #8:

Never stop being a student!

• I am still learning… every day.
“A mind stretched to a new idea never goes back to it’s original dimensions”

- Albert Einstein –

• I will never know it all.

• We are only scratching the tip of the “genetic iceberg”

• My passion for our industry takes me places.

I enjoy seeing old sheep friends and 

making new ones all over the world. 

These friendship enrich my life.
Photo’s respectively: 

- Mr Tom Padbury -

Well known Merino expert and former Studmaster of the famous

Collinsville Merino Stud, SA, Australia 

and photo insert:

- Mrs Georgina Wallace -

Merino Stud Breeder, Tasmania and 

President of the Australian Assosiation of Stud Merino Breeeders Ltd.

Mr Tom Padbury and Pierre Vlok

Mrs Georgina Wallace



What I’ve learnt #9:

Attitude is everything!

• Ability… is what you are capable of doing. 

• Motivation… determines what you do.

• Attitude… determines how well you do it. 

The positive 

contribution of 

youth shows and 

other agricultural 

youth initiatives 

towards child 

development:

- Knowledge,

- Discipline,

- Respect,

- Teamwork,

- Showmanship,

and

- Courage! 

The 

therapeutic 

benefits of 

regular 

interaction 

with farm 

animals on 

children with 

special needs 

i.e. OCD, 

mental and 

physical 

disabilities.



• Be conscious of the “romance and rich history” of 

the small stock industry that you serve.

• Your dress code must suit the event.

• You do not dress up to impress, but merely to 

express your respect for the organizers of the event, 

the animals exhibited, the breeders, the spectators, 

your fellow judges and of course…

respect for yourself.

• Remember… 

no individual is bigger than an industry

and… 

If you try to make an impression… 

well that is the impression you make!

What I’ve learnt #10:

Demonstrate respect…

Pierre Vlok, judging on invitation 

at the Australian National Sheep Show, 

Bendigo, Victoria, July 2015 



What I’ve learnt #11:

Make a positive contribution 

towards promotion

• Compete in a healthy manner and 

leave with a positive footprint 

regardless of the colour of the ribbon.

• Accept that other breeders have great 

animals too. (Often better than yours)

• Strive to be a good ambassador for 

your breed at all times.

• Be aware of ethical issues and 

sensitive towards perceptions of the 

general public and lobby groups.

• Acknowledge the role of the press.



What I’ve learnt #12:

The consumer is 

King, Queen and Jack! 

• Ultimately – what we do forms part of 

a global picture where the consumption of 

agricultural products and commodities 

(or not) are determined by the perceptions 

and actions of the modern consumer.

• They are increasingly aware of our:

1. Environmental footprint 

2. Compliance to a industry code of best 

practice

3. Fair labour practices

4. Supply chain traceability



In conclusion…

There is no substitute for 

your personal touch!

• Use proven scientific breeding and selection 

methods. “Accuracy is everything in breeding”

• However… do not lose your practical touch 

and “feel” for your animals. 
(“Die boer se voetspoor op die land bly die beste kunsmis” ofewel

“Dit is die baas se oog wat die hings vet maak.”)

• Like us… they are sensitive living beings and 

reward special care 

with exceptional performance.

Happy sheep are productive sheep!

• Enjoy your small stock farming operation. 

Live it…  sleep it… dream it and 

build great future plans for it! 



Thank you 

for the opportunity.

You are welcome to contact me 

at any time.

- SWP Pierre Vlok -

- Manager Wool: Western Region -

- BKB Limited-
pierre.vlok@bkb.co.za

082 771 6294
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▪ WAT IS STANDAARD 
AFWYKING/STANDARD DEVIATION.(SD)
. VERSPREIDING VAN DIAMETERS VAN 

INDIVIDUELE VESELS BINNE ‘N 
GETOETSTE MONSTER.

HOE LAER DIE SD, HOE MEER UNIFORM EN 
WENSLIK IS DIE RESULTAAT IN ALLE MIKRONS.
DIE EINDOEL IS OM DIE SD VAN ALLE WOL TE 

VERLAAG, ONGEAG DIE GEMIDDELDE 
MIKRON OF TIPE WOL.

RIGLYNE VIR MAKS. SD PER MIKRON
17.5 MIKRON EN FYNER – MAKS. SD 3,5

17.6 – 19 MIKRON – MAKS. SD  4
19.1 – 20.5 MIKRON – MAKS. SD 4,5

20.6  - 22 MIKRON – MAKS. SD 5
22.0 – 23.5 MIKRON – MAKS. SD 5,5

EINDDOEL – WOLKWALITEIT TE VERBETER 
VAN JOU SKEERSEL, ONGEAG DIE 

GEMIDDELDE MIKRON OF TIPE WOL.Always keep in mind that animal breeding is a long 

term process. Your children will reap the benefits.



• WAT IS CV/KV
• NEEM SD EN DEEL DIT DEUR DIE 

MIKRON EN VERMENIGVULDIG DIT 

MET 100 OM % TE KRY.

• BY TELNG IS SD EN KV EN 

GEMAKSFAKTOR VAN UITERSTE 

BELANG – IDENTIFISEER DIERE MET 

SWAK HANTERING – GROOT KANS 

DAT DIT DIERE GAAN WEES WAT 

VATBAAR VIR BROMMERAANVALLE 

GAAN WEES.

• ELKE 5% VERMINDERING IN JOU 

WOL SE CV, LEI TOT ‘N 

VERBETERING VAN 1 MIKRON IN DIE 

SPINPROSES.

Always keep in mind that animal breeding is a long 

term process. Your children will reap the benefits.



• WAT BEPAAL STEIL
• KWALITEIT

• VOORKOMS

• MF 3 – TOP SPINNERS TIPE

• MF 4 – SPINNERS TIPE

• MF 5 GOEIE KAMBOL TIPE

• MF 6 – GEMIDDELDE KAMBOLTIPE.

• VEILINGS 1-32 

• 20 – 21 MIKRON VETWOLPRYS

• MF 3 - R109.00

• MF 4 – R103.00

• MF 5 – R92.00 

• MF 6 – R82.00

• DIE BETER WOL WORD IN DUURDER 

PRODUKTE GEBRUIK.

• EINDPRODUK/VRAAG BEPAAL DIE 

PRYS.
Always keep in mind that animal breeding is a long 

term process. Your children will reap the benefits.


